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A spooktacular Halloween Day last Friday at school, pumpkin carving over the weekend,

and going guising on Sunday equaled to a perfect Halloween weekend :)  Furthermore,

Cop26 in Glasgow this week has been incredibly interesting, and sparked a little hope

among us that there is promise for the future of Earth. If you would like to be a part of the

schools climate project, please contact Tom Mak (F6) or Mr Brett. 

For those of you taking part in Movember this year, good luck, and we all looking forward

to seeing your faces at the end of the month! 

On a slightly different note, the Cricket T20 World Cup is currently taking place in the UAE

and Oman. Scotland may not have enough points to qualify for the semifinals, however

remember to show them support on Sunday 7th in their final match against Pakistan

(luckily for me I support both teams, so either way I come out winning!) 

Editor-in-Chief, Sahar Jafferbhoy 

HSD’s Newsletter: Issue 43  by pupils; for pupils

Open Class Brass (Larg Prize)
Winner: Tegan Ellis 4Ay1 – trumpet 

Open Class Guitar (Larg Prize)
Winner: Hamish Petrie 6Ay1

Open Class Percussion (Larg Prize)
Winner: Cameron Maclean 5Ay1 –

xylophone
Open Class Piano (Larg Prize)

Winner: Fiona Sharp 6Ai2
Open Class Strings (Larg Prize)

Winner: Cameron Brown 3Wa1 – violin 
Open Class Voice (Larg Prize)

Winner: Megan Cant 6Wa2 
Open Class Woodwind (Larg Prize)

Winner: Zamin Okhai 5Wa2 – Alto
saxophone 

Grade Six Brass
Winner: Grace Cunningham 3Li1 –

trumpet
Grade Six Guitar

Winner: Christopher Scott 4Li2
Grade Six Percussion

Winner: Nathan Preston 6Ay2 – drum kit

Grade Six Piano
Winner: Arya Sanu 2Ay2 

Grade Six Strings
Winner: Kirsty Elgin 5Li1 – double bass

Grade Six Voice
Winner: Rebecca Bonnyman 5Ay1

Grade Six Woodwind
Winner: Elizabeth Lang 6Ay2 – flute

Grade Five Brass
Winner: Ramit Kanodia 4Ai1 – horn

Grade Five Guitar
Winner: Alexander Milnes 4Li1

Grade Five Percussion
Winner: Finlay Thomas 2Ai2 – drum kit

Grade Five Piano
Winner: Megan Cant 6Wa2

Grade Five Strings
Winner: Amy Leburn 3Ai2 – violin 

Grade Five Voice
Winner: Cassie Greig 5Ai2
Grade Five Woodwind

Winner: Maya Usmani 2Li1

SENIOR MUSIC COMPETITION 2021: RESULTS



Welcome back everyone! After a week with no Columns and a week with no me at

rehearsals, I'm glad to say that I am back once more in Margaret Harris on a Monday

afternoon after school, listening to the melodious sounds of vocal warmups.

And it's now that we bring back what's sure to be the highlight of this rolling diary: our

Weekly Theatre Word-Of-The-Week! This week, I'll explain vocal warmups to those of

you who haven't set foot in a choir or musical rehearsal in many, many moons. All you

need to know to gain a basic understanding of a vocal warmup is that it involves

rather a lot of interesting sounds sung very loudly in an attempt to prepare your voice

for rather a lot of singing. Vocal warmups also involve teaching your voice to shift

between different notes, octaves and pitches. They're an essential part of any rehearsal

and are vital to all performers of any level. A vocal warmup, in essence, is simply the

equivalent of a warmup for your body like you might do for PE, but your voice!

We jump from last week’s practice of the opening number to the fifth number this

week - Killer Queen - and as much as I want to say that it's one of the best songs in

the show, even I know I'm biased and want to claim that about every song. For the

first time since I've attended rehearsals, we get to hear people sing solo, and as much

as I constantly seem to praise this cast, it's well earned because these people are

talented! I’m getting chills just writing about it, honestly!

Choreography this week incorporates props! Currently, these are just wooden metre

sticks, but soon they’ll be swords, which frankly might be less of a risk than the

wooden batons currently being swung and twirled around. The routine is complex yet

satisfying, even though the intricate movements take a few minutes to get the hang

of, as do the constant changing of hands, direction and weight.

I hope you’re enjoying my reporting as much as I am, and I hope you’re just as excited

for our final production as I am! This was Izzy Clark, reporting from Week 4 of

rehearsals for We Will Rock You!

We Will Rock You - Week 4!We Will Rock You - Week 4!  
Izzy Clark 



 

Tim Burton is one of the most recognisable directors in Hollywood. Anybody can
recognise his characters, from Edward Scissorhands and Coraline to Emily from Corpse
Bride and Jack Skelington from Nightmare before Christmas. It's so amazing how you
can immediately tell if he's had anything to do with any movie because he's so iconic.
His way of making films is so remarkable because he blends whimsical elements in kid's
films with horrific elements and somehow makes something understandable and
creepy. It makes something that is rather horrifying and unsettling in one way, but yet
calm, magical, and cute in another. I think it’s clear that he’s not trying to jump-scare
anyone but he’s just trying to make an unsettling and creepy atmosphere.
 Tim Burton's films were a big part of my and probably thousands of others' childhood. I
remember watching Nightmare before Christmas when I was six with my family and
watching film analysis videos of Coraline at the age of ten. I still wonder about those
Coraline theories; one of my favourite theories was about how Wybie’s grandma sent
Coraline to the other side of the door. The grandma did it because - as we know - her
sister got stuck on the other side at the same age as Coraline. She didn’t want to send
Wybie because she didn’t think he was right for the challenge, which may be true since
he was always startled by everything. Wybie says that his Grandma never rents to
families with children but somehow Coraline's family was the exception. Maybe it was
because she knows Coraline can take on the Beldam (the other mother). Even though
his Grandma knows Coraline is in danger (because the doll that the beldam uses to spy
on her is missing) she doesn’t intervene which is very suspicious. This theory does make
a lot of sense because I mean who wouldn’t want to take down the person that took
away a family member/best friend. 
Another thing I love about Coraline is the little details like how the other mother’s
shadow is a shadow of a tall, skinny, bony woman which reflects her true self, and ‘The
Shining’ refers to the chair design in the movie which is the same as the ones used in
‘The Shining.’Another small well-hidden detail that foreshadows a lot in the movie is the
cake. On the letter ‘O’ of the "welcome home" cake, there is a double loop. A double
loop on a lowercase O, according to Graphology, indicates that the person who wrote it
is lying. There is only one double loop, which indicates that she is welcome but not at
home. Another thing I appreciate which isn't a hidden detail but I do like how there are
two women of colour living in the flat beside Coraline that are confirmed as a lesbian
couple - it's the bare minimum for inclusivity but it is nice. Coraline and many other Tim
Burtons masterpieces are the type of films where when the more you look into it the
more you appreciate it all.
 A quote that is my favourite from Coraline is, “You know that I love you.” which is said
by the other mother. The beldam has stated on several occasions that she loves
Coraline. After examining her behaviour and overall personality, it is clear that the other
mother is merely using love as a manipulation tactic against Coraline. The beldam
wishes for Coraline to believe that she is acting out of love, as a true mother would.
This, however, could not be further from the truth. The other mother simply wants
Coraline's trust so she can take advantage of her. 
I remember loving this movie when I first saw it but I do know that the movie scares
people just as ghouls do. The book is also very creepy but Tim Burton just puts his little
twist on it which just puts the cherry on top. He uses stop motion, which in itself scares
people because it's where physical objects gain lifelike movements which do suit
Coraline very well. Burton also creates a creepy atmosphere using sound (all the songs
do not have any lyrics but strangely they sound like they do) and lighting and character
style, for example, the beldam which is self-explanatory since it is a huge spider woman
which sews buttons into children eyes. Also, did you know in Tim's early career he was
fired from Disney because he made everything too creepy? Today he is working not for
but with Disney creating new films.
 Tim Burton has completed many people's childhood. Everyone loves his ability to add
colour to the darkness of his films and he will continue to be my favourite director. 
Happy Halloween! 

Lavinia Ismail 

Tim Burton: The Gothic Genius of
Hollywood



Interact Update: Halloween DayInteract Update: Halloween Day  
Grace Berry 

On Friday the 29th of October pupils and staff got creative and dressed up to raise
money for charity. Contests ran for best dressed with the best pupil costume going to
Becky Rawlings. The best teacher costume was won by Mrs Petrie, and the best group
were dressed aa Back to the Future. All pupils donated £1 to dress, up with donations

from the Junior School and Nursery going to the Newman Holiday Trust, which provides
activity holidays, with one to one care for children with special needs. The Senior School
raised around £400 for Papyrus. Papyrus are a UK based charity, which aims to prevent

suicide in young people. Overall, Halloween Day was a great day for everyone to get
dressed up, have fun and raise a lot of money for charity in the process.





After the climactic ending of No Time to Die left many
wondering what is next in store for agent 007 there have
been rumours of a woman being cast as the next James
Bond. Daniel Craig himself has spoken against the idea but
would it really be such as bad thing?

Bearing in mind that this is coming from someone who’s
only seen Skyfall and No Time to Die and both out of lack of
other films to watch. But then again this isn’t so uncommon
nowadays with young people not having been around to
ride the hype of the old James Bond movies. As viewership
evolves perhaps it is time for the character to also do so.

The first argument for a woman being cast as the famous
spy is the obvious problematic nature of the classic James
Bond character. For such a well loved franchise that millions
have seen it seems surprising the incredibly misogynistic
characteristics portrayed by the films. Apart from the male
leads always being cast as strong and, even in modern films,
their main tasks are to protect the female leads from
danger, there have been many instances where Bond
repeatedly mistreats women onscreen. This is highly
problematic for a supposedly inspiring character.

However there is also the fact that this franchise has
spanned decades and that it seems the producers are
refusing to accept that they’re beating a dead horse,
something many have trouble with nowadays (looking at
you Riverdale). Having a female James Bond would not only
give young girls a sorely needed inspiring action hero but
also inject new life into the franchise. A storyline focusing on
the struggles of a female lead in a traditional male
dominated field of security and counterterrorism would
perhaps be far more interesting than Bond saving the world
from an unrealistic threat, yet again.

The days of an old man tiredly jumping across buildings to
save the world is over. It’s time for a new invigorating story,
one about Bond… 
                                      … Ms Bond.

It’s Time For A Female

James Bond Ksenia Kapulyukh 



Maisey Lafollette

JACK’O LANTERNS…JACK’O LANTERNS…

A lot of us carve pumpkins at Halloween,
but why do we carve pumpkins? Is it to

keep away evil spirits, or is it just for
decoration? In different cultures they use

the Jack’ O Lantern for many different
purposes. For example, in Ireland, they

believe that there is a ghost named
“Stingy Jack” as well as other evil spirits.
They use Jack’ O Lanterns to keep the
spirits away because the lights scare

them. The main thing they used to use
were turnips, but sometimes also use

potatoes, rutabagas, beets and pumpkins.
In Britain, they called people they didn’t

know a common name like Jack, and they
called night watchmen “Jack of the

lantern”, because they carried lanterns.
This was then shortened to Jack’ O

Lantern and Americans started to use the
term in the 17th century. These days they

are decorations for Halloween but still
kept the old term name. For many people
it’s a tradition to go to a pumpkin patch,

choose a pumpkin and carve it with a
scary face. For some it’s a tradition to use
the pumpkin to make pumpkin pie, bread,
soup and much more. The Jack’ O Lantern

is a very important part of Halloween
whether it’s to make treats with, decorate

with, or to keep away evil spirits.
Whatever the purpose it’s a tradition
many people love to enjoy with their

family yearly.
 



Modern Languages Joke
Ladder

Did you hear about the cross-eyed teacher who lost
her job because she couldn’t control her pupils? 

 
What did the Spanish firefighter call his newly born twin sons?

 José and Hose B 

An English man, a French man, a Spaniard, and
a German go to a club. The guy on stage asks if
they can see him. They all answer, “Yes” “Oui”

“Sí” “Ja.” 

How do we pronounce “hello” in Mandarin?
You should sound similar to “Knee how” 

Mrs M 

Mother in Berlin coffee house to her friend:
"My son will be christened Saturday."
Her friend:" What a strange name!"

 

The best joke goes to Mrs Smith!!

Mrs Watson‘s weekly joke lands her in 2nd place :)

Great Mandarin joke from Mrs Murdoch ;)

Second worst joke goes to Mr Mackinnon!!

In last place is Mr Nolan…! 



Fairytales were a huge influence on many whilst growing up. They were the first introduction to reading
and language for most, having been deemed to have ‘acceptable’ storylines that are appropriate for
younger children with clean language and a healthy smattering of morals and magic. However, fairytales
often have a rather questionable side. They set whole generations up with unrealistic expectations that a
happily-ever-after is to be expected in every circumstance as well as perpetuating what is now known as
‘toxic masculinity’. In fairytales, male characters are usually princes and they tend to fall into very similar
categories. The women in these fairytales are helpless damsels waiting to be swept off their feet by some
dashing stranger they met five minutes before and now must be in love with. They are beautiful and
feminine and graceful but have little development or originality in their storylines. So, is it possible that
fairytales are the true villains of our society, or do they create a fantasy for us all to aspire to?
Firstly, attention must be drawn to the severe lack of diversity in these tales. Most fairytales feature white
characters that are able-bodied, thin and heterosexual, thus indoctrinating the youngest generation with
ideas that only the most beautiful people in all the land deserve true happiness, whilst also putting an
image in their head of what ‘real’ love looks like. There are some characters, such as Pocahontas and
Princess Jasmine who offer racial diversity but are still hugely outnumbered by those of lighter skin.
Pocahontas is a particularly interesting instance because the story told throughout that film is completely
historically inaccurate. It erases the history of Native Americans, a race that is still subject to discrimination
today. In one of the film’s songs, the Native’s are described as ‘savages’ by white settlers, which is not a
good message for young children. Ignoring the other examples of blatant racism in the film, the divergence
from the historical truth of the storyline is extreme. In actuality, Pocahontas was called Matoaka and was
ten or eleven when John Smith (who was twenty-eight) arrived in Virginia. Smith was not as kind as he was
portrayed and there is no evidence to suggest a romantic relationship between the two. She was later
kidnapped by the colonists and taken to the town of Henricus where she was converted to Christianity and
given the name Rebecca. She was forced to wed a man named John Rolfe and the two had one son
together named Thomas. Matoaka was never able to return home and died at the age of twenty-one. This
sad tale is a stark contrast to the one portrayed by Disney, which erases the mistreatment of Native
Americans by the white settlers.
There is an obvious mould in which all female characters are cast. Disregarding the physical similarities,
there are plenty of rather unsettling threads woven throughout their stories. For instance, women’s
storylines always end with marriage and children. Their roles are incredibly traditional and rather outdated
in the modern world. Women also spend most of their time caring for the men around them; Snow White
escapes her jealous stepmother to become a caretaker for some dwarves. Throughout the film, she never
aspired to more than this, never adventuring outside to see the woods. She and many of her counterparts
were also shown to be naive and reliant on the men around them for aid. It is difficult to think of a tale that
ends with the woman having her own adventures or being the main focus of the narrative, which is sorely
lacking throughout most fiction.

Zoe Faloon

Do Away With The Fairies?Do Away With The Fairies?Do Away With The Fairies?



Perhaps the most chilling parts of these stories and films is the
romanticisation of rape and non-consensual intimacy. The idea of a stranger
kissing someone whilst they are asleep is, quite frankly, highly disturbing and
would probably be grounds for legal action today. It warrants a serious
discussion - or a sharp slap, whatever works. Women have no ownership of
their bodies in these stories and are seen more as possessions than as
human beings. A fairytale that illustrates the lack of consent in these stories
is Sleeping Beauty, in which a stunning yet sheltered maiden falls into an
enchanted sleep after pricking her finger on a spinning wheel that's evil hex
can only be reversed by true loves kiss. Putting aside the questionable plot, it
is impossible to know whether Aurora would have actually consented to this
kiss had she been awake and it is never mentioned in most tellings of the
tale. The princess is there to be rescued by the dashing hero and the
audience is meant to swoon at his heroics. In the original Brothers Grimm
version of Sleeping Beauty, the story becomes yet more horrifying as the
sleeping princess is raped and impregnated by a king. Once she wakes and is
presented with her twins born from this encounter, the king returns to
sweep her off her feet and marries her. Pause for a moment. What message
does this send to the generations of impressionable minds reading it? That
men can do whatever they want and women are just supposed to accept it
all without question? This is not only a terrible notion but an illegal one and
certainly not something children should be exposed to.
Although there are two sides to this tale, reading fairytales to children could
promote healthy, meaningful conversations about consent and relationships
that would not otherwise occur. Asking children to critically analyse the
media they consume sets them up in good stead to be confident readers -
and will help them immeasurably in later life. These conversations about
such crucial matters are not often had, however, if these notions are raised
early in a child’s development, then it will open up numerous new pathways
for communication between parents and children whilst also raising a well-
mannered generation.
It has been proven that reading fairytales to children improves their literary
skills, helps to widen vocabulary and instils ideas about the basic structure
and plot of stories. They help to improve problem-solving skills and can
encourage a life-long passion for literature. However, these positives could
be brought out through reading any book to children and therefore the
outdated fairytales could be done away with in exchange for more modern
alternatives that portray a more realistic expectation of life whilst also
encouraging the reader to think about the message being broadcast in the
text.
In conclusion, fairytales should be banned because of the unhealthy
messages they indoctrinate whole generations with. Our society’s youth-
oriented literature should have inspiring messages, uplifting tales that foster
creativity and confidence in all who read them. They should
 represent the masses so that all may find a home in their words, no matter
what race, gender, sexual orientation etcetera. Our fairytales need to be
reworked, rethought and retold so they prepare young minds for bright
futures, rather than stripping away their undiscovered potential through
outdated messages.



Creativity Corner 
A glimpse into HSD‘s artistic talent :) 

Emma Frullani, F2
Meghna Chandrasekar, F2

Zara Mason, F2

Sameea Hossain Ibrahim, F2 



How the Wicked Witch of the West died… itHow the Wicked Witch of the West died… it
was actually scientific!was actually scientific!

The north river tunnel 

In the world famous book, The Wizard of Oz, the main protagonists were asked by
the wizard to retrieve the Wicked Witch of The West’s broom stick. In the process
they manage to kill the Witch by pouring pure water on her. In the story this
happened because it was fictional, but science can help to prove that this could
actually happen.
Everyone knows that the Wicked Witch of the West has green skin - it’s probably the
most recognisable thing about her. Due to her abnormal skin colour, it’s likely that
her skin could be more sensitive than normal skin cells.
Biology teaches us that skin cells don’t have cell walls, so when they are put in pure
water, they will burst because of a process called osmosis (water moving in and out
of cells). So, when Dorothy poured water on the witch, the sensitive green skin cells
exploded and the remainder of her body’s cells began to dissolve causing her to melt
before our very eyes.

Meagan Dailly

The North River Tunnel was built in the early 1900’s by
Pennsylvania Railroad. It runs under the Hudson River and
sees 24 trains run through it every hour. Not only does it
ferry people between New York and New Jersey, it is also
part of one of America’s busiest train lines that runs from
Boston to Washington D.C. In 2012, Hurricane Sandy hit
New York and the tunnel flooded with salt water, which
corroded the 110 year old concrete and steel that the
tunnels were made from. This meant that there was going
to have to be a new tunnel built. The latest idea is called
the Hudson Tunnel Program. This is set to improve many
train tunnels in and around New York, including The North
River Tunnel. There are three main elements to this
project. First, an entirely new tunnel would have to be
built to the south of the existing tunnel, then they would
fix the current tunnel. Lastly, a new stretch of concrete
casing would have to be constructed under Hudson
Yards. This is expected to take 10 years to complete, but
may take longer if there are delays.

Co-Deputy Editor, Isla Watson



Hi, I am Tom Mak from F6 Aystree. I am honoured to be elected to be the pupil
representative of HSD "Climate Change and Sustainability Forum”. This is my

first post in “The Columns” regarding COP26.
 

The leaders of over 100 countries are negotiating the “impossible mission” to cut
the CO2 emission to achieve the "1.5 degree Celsius” target in climate change.

On Monday, our First Minister, Nicola Sturgeon, has an “uncomfortable”
conversation with Greta Thunberg, after the activist challenged the failure of

the government on tackling climate change. She said to the campaigners, “they
should make life really uncomfortable for any government, any leader that is

not doing enough.” According to the report last week, the Scottish nation’s non-
electrical heat was generated by renewables only by 6.4 % last year. 

 
There is a lot of pressure in the COP 26 summit this week. The whole world is

watching and expecting a bold commitment to make our world a better place
to live. As our school is part of the community, we are also working on a

challenging program to be part of Eco-school. Let me share the details after this
weekend's meeting with teachers, Dundee council members, and other

professionals. Remember to keep track of news regarding COP26. This is our
future.

 

The biggest event in fighting Climate

Change COP26 in Glasgow



HSD Economics Dept Q&AHSD Economics Dept Q&A
In my time at the high school, studying economics has certainly been a highlight. Learning about how the

world around us works and starting to understand the reasons why things happen and why decisions
are made, has been such a valuable experience and I’m so thankful for the Business and Economics for

answering some questions about how COVID-19 has impacted the economy and our world.
 

What are the biggest impacts of COVID on the economy?
 

Ms Campbell: The impact of COVID19 is so huge, its difficult to address this. I think an obvious impact is
how businesses have adapted to government restrictions, and how technology has been utilised to

enable this. Some businesses have switched to entirely online models, in clothes retailing for example –
the high street looks so different now! The restaurant industry looks so different thanks to the use of

online ordering and Deliveroo etc. I am interested in how companies will evolve to incorporate working
from home, as we emerge from the pandemic, and how that practice impacts on our productivity.

 
Mr Higgins: With a lot of young people being made redundant or not able to get a job, I feel that the

damage down to their potential and the economy will be the biggest long-term problem.
 

Mr Duncan: I am interested in how, and why, people work. I think that the pandemic has opened some
interesting questions around what people get out of work, and how the working population want to

operate. We are seeing the so called "great resignation" and the move to flexible working, in some areas,
has been really accelerated. Given that the traditional working week of Monday-Friday is a fairly random
and outdated construct I am curious to see how this will develop. I am also very interested in the impact
that technology will have on this. Will new modes and styles of working be a permanent impact of covid?

Are we witnessing a technological revolution?
 
 

Why should someone study economics and what can economics teach you about the
world/how can it prepare us for real-life?

 
Ms Campbell: Because it’s the best? No, seriously, economics is such a relevant subject and has such an

impact on our lives you cannot help but be drawn in to it. The rate of tax you pay when you start to earn,
the free access you have to further and higher education in Scotland and even the rate you will pay on
your mortgage when you buy your first house are all economic policy decisions – how could you not be

interested!?
 

Mr Higgins: It gives you a different way to look at the world and allows us to break down any arguments
into costs and benefits before concluding. I found this way of thinking not only useful in teaching but in

my previous roles with Diageo and in the Armed Forces.
 

Mr Duncan: Economics and Business are quite unique in that they cut across politics, social studies,
modern studies and even maths! They are such engaging subjects because they are so relevant and

things happening every day impact on our learning. Over the past couple of weeks my classes have been
looking at Salt Bae, the launch of the new Google Pixel 6 and the fuel shortages, to name a few

examples. Pupils build strong analysis skills and a broader understanding of how our society operates,
for better and for worse.

 

Co-Deputy Editor, Zara Taylor



What would you say is the most important thing you’ve learnt studying and teaching
economics?

 
Ms Campbell: In terms of learning, it never stops! I was at a conference recently and listened to a speaker
explain about her work in Economics of the Family. Did you know that economics can determine who you

marry, what job you might do and how many children you may have? Its so translatable and there is
always something new to learn. In terms of teaching, the fact that studying economics as part of my

degree has afforded me to the opportunity to work with the incredible young people that I have has to be
an important aspect!

 
Mr Higgins: Two underpinning ideas – supply, demand, and the market and then the circular flow of

income. Supply, demand and the market explain how prices are established and the impact of a wide
range of issues on prices. The circular flow explains how households, firms, financial institutions, the

government, and the rest of the world interact with our economy. Both these ideas lead on to greater
analysis and evaluation of the impact of economic decisions of individuals, firms, and the government.

 
Mr Duncan: How to sell my subjects to pupils :) 

 
If you were to begin producing a good/service what would it be and why?

 
 Ms Campbell: This one is easy...I would just make leopard print things....or biscuits....maybe leopard print

biscuits? If I couldn’t do my first love (teaching) then that would be the obvious next direction.
 

Mr Higgins: Any product aimed at the baby boomers. They are a growing and wealthy market and due to
increases in life expectancy and better health will have a lot of long-term purchasing power.

 
Mr Duncan: Crisps and nuts in one bag. Why isn't that a thing yet?



The 26th Conference of the Parties (COP 26) began on Sunday after months of

anticipation. Running for nearly three decades, the UN has brought together almost

every country in the world for global climate summits. In the build up the U.K. has

worked with every nation to reach agreements on how to tackle climate change;

beginning the migration of thousands of negotiators, government representatives,

businesses and citizens for the near two week duration. Due to the recent

developments in the climate crisis and the new understanding of its urgency, COP-26

is believed to be of a unique speciality. 

However, as COP-26 goes on more and more information will come to light as to how

each country is aiming to cope and reduce the climate crisis. This means a swarm of

new awareness of the troubles we face, not only that but due to the urgency of COP-

26 most people are beginning to understand the importance of the decisions that are

expected to be made. The biggest ever opinion poll on climate change undergone by

the UN development programme, found that two-thirds of individuals said that

climate change was a “global emergency”, with 69% of those aged 14-18 agreeing.

Those aged 60 and above also agreed, as scientists try to find some kind of categorical

divide. No extortionate differences were found between the different genders, the

different classes, not even political positions effected the results that heavily. 

But how far does this worry really stretch? And will our generation be more heavily

impacted? Not just physically by the effects of global change, nor financially, but how

will, in the time of mental health awareness, will we be affected? With more than 60%

of those on the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) responding to a

survey saying that they had experienced anxiety, grief or other distress because of

concerns over climate change. And a later study undergone by the University of Bath

found that 45% of the UK’s young people said that feelings about the crisis affected

their lives. So as COP-26 begins and we learn some hard truths, help to control the

anxiety associated with it and try and put the information gained to good use ! 

A Ghoulish Occasion 

Phoebe Jennings



FIFA CLIMATEFIFA CLIMATE

PLEDGEPLEDGE   

World football governing body Fifa has agreed to new
climate change targets at the COP26 climate conference,
despite considering plans for a World Cup every 2nd year.

The targets were unveiled as part of the United Nations
Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC) and
included a target of reaching net zero by 2040 and a 50%
reduction in greenhouse gases by 2030.

Net zero is when a business or a country achieves an
overall balance between the amount of carbon it is
emitting and the carbon that it removes from the
atmosphere.

In the summer, Uefa faced criticism for the scheduling of
Euro 2020 across 11 countries and the introduction of
the Europa Conference League this season increased
number of continental club group games by 20%. 

Fifa, while contemplating proposals to host a World Cup
every two years, has also scheduled an expansion to 48
teams for the 2026 tournament in the USA and Canada -
both of which will guarantee an increase in carbon
emissions.

But Fifa president Gianni Infantino stressed his
organisation's commitment to the UN's net-zero aim,
including for future tournaments.
"Climate change is affecting lives of entire communities,"
he said. 
"Football is not immune to significant changes around the
world with grassroots and elite football being affected.
"Our climate strategy lays out our plan to protect our
planet and beautiful game by reducing emissions and
tackling climate change."

Prithvi Sudarshan 



Lemon Flapjack 

Flapjack
125g butter

90g Brown muscovado sugar
90g Golden syrup

250g oats
 

Icing
Icing sugar

Lemon juice

1. Measure out the butter, sugar, and syrup into a pan and melt together over the stove.
2. Once it is combined into a caramel sauce take the pan of the heat.

3. Mix in the oats and add to a tray lined with baking paper.
4. Put in the oven for around 18-20 minutes at 180°C.

5. Whilst your flapjack is in the oven you can start on the icing. There are no specific
measurements.

6. Add quite a bit of icing sugar into a small bowl and add some lemon juice. Mix until
combined.

7. If you feel your icing is too runny, add more icing sugar, but if you think it is too thick add
a little more lemon juice.

8. Once you take your flapjack out the oven, leave it to cool for half an hour before adding
the icing. If it is too warm, the icing will not stay sitting on the top.

9. Enjoy :) 

Method:

Ingredients:

Amy Leburn



World leaders are currently meeting at the most important forum on climate: Cop
26. The deals that are made in the two week conference will set the course for

climate change efforts for decades to come, as well as being instrumental in getting
governments to reduce carbon emissions and crucial in helping mitigate the effects

of climate change that many are already seeing. While the importance of this
meeting shouldn’t be understated, it’s equally imperative to look at our own

domestic policy, and what we can do as individuals.
 

Just days before cop 26, Rishi Sunak announced a large cut to the domestic flight tax.
Starting in April 2023 it aims to make flights within the UK cheaper, by cutting air
passenger duty. The chancellor also announced that the freeze of fuel duty will

continue, meaning that driving will still remain cheaper than most forms of public
transport. The decisions made by the government seem incredibly

counterproductive; just as they are hosting the biggest climate conference they are
simultaneously making tax cuts that will only increase our carbon emissions.

 
While we may not be able to influence Cop 26 or Westminster's decisions as much

we would like, there still is lots you can do as an individual to help curb climate
change. It is important we all cut down where we can, from not buying Nestle

products to eating less meat or buying fewer clothes from fast fashion retailers, such
as H&M and Zara.

Cop 26; not the onlyCop 26; not the onlyCop 26; not the only
way to make away to make away to make a
differencedifferencedifference   Ruby McIntee



The Royal Game of Ur:

This game is on of the oldest playable board games in the
world it was found in ancient Mesopotamia around 4,600
year ago in the royal tombs of Ur (well now we know where
the name came from, not very creative if you ask me). It
was written on a cuneiform tablet (an ancient writing
system) by a Babylonian astronomer in 177 B.C

The Landlord’s Game:

Another old board game is by a woman
called Lizzie Maggie (you might of heard
of this game but I doubt it, even though
Google said it was well known). It was
invented in America in the year 1903. The
game basically has properties that you can buy in the
middle and around all four corners the players can buy
them for differing amounts. It is known that this game
might have been how monopoly started.

Another week

over, and it’s

been a busy one.

We all managed

to collect over

3500 pieces of

soft plastic and

saved them

from exploiting

our planet! We

also had a fun

time dressing up

last Friday in our

Halloween

costumes and

scaring

everyone, whilst

managing to

raise money for

charity too.

Have a good

weekend! 

DEPUTY

EDITOR’S NOTE

See you next
week! 

T H E  C O L U M N S  T E A M

Isla Watson

The World’s Oldest Board

Games
Rachel Eldho


